IMSWorkX Enters Into Support Agreement with PT
Global NGN Solution Provider Selects IMSWorkX Software Support and Consultancy Services

January xx, 2013 - Rochester, NY, USA – IMSWorkX, Inc., an innovative technology company
delivering leading edge Service Delivery Platforms, Service Creation Environments, and
applications for telecoms and M2M applications, backed by comprehensive application hosting
and support services, today announced that it has entered into a agreement to provide
software support and consultancy services to PT (Performance Technologies, Inc.)
“We are honored that PT has chosen IMSWorkX to deliver 24x7 software support and software
maintenance for its Xpress Application Server carrier-grade product line”, announced Keith
Abbott, IMSWorkX VP Global Sales Operations. “This recognizes the strengths and capabilities
of our team in delivering outstanding service in a highly demanding, revenue dependent service
provider environment”.
Shannon Chevier, IMSWorkX President & CEO, acknowledged this by adding, “Choosing the
correct Service Delivery Platform and application suite is just the first step in a successful
deployment. Protecting the resulting revenue generating solution through high quality services,
support, and maintenance is vital to sustaining a successful technology partnership. In this
context we welcome the confidence PT has placed on IMSWorkX to deliver these advanced
services”.
IMSWorkX prides itself in striving to provide best practice services in support of all software
offerings. This provides our customers the confidence to deploy mission critical systems in the
knowledge that timely and effective support is committed.

Online Resources
http://imsworkx.com/news/press

About IMSWorkX (www.imsworkx.com)
IMSWorkX, Inc., a Delaware corporation, delivers high quality, high availability Service Delivery
Platforms and other NGN network technologies and solutions for use in “IP everywhere”
networks. This includes the XpressWorkX Service Delivery Platform, XpressWorkX Service

Creation Environment and fully managed hosted environments together with the capability to
provide ready to deploy NGN applications and rapid custom application development options.
IMSWorkX headquartered in Rochester NY USA with its EMEA regional operations based in
Oxford, UK.

About PT (www.pt.com)
PT (NASDAQ: PTIX) is a global supplier of advanced, high availability network communications
solutions. Its SEGway™ Diameter and SS7 Signaling Systems provide tightly integrated signaling
and advanced routing capabilities and applications that uniquely span the mission critical
demands of both existing and next-generation 4G LTE and IMS telecommunications networks.
The Company’s IPnexus® Multi-Protocol Gateways and Servers enable a broad range of IPinterworking in data acquisition, sensor, radar, and control applications for aviation, weather
and other infrastructure networks. Established in 1981, PT is headquartered in Rochester,
NY and markets and sells its products worldwide through its direct sales organization as well
as through channel partners that include major telecommunications equipment vendors,
government prime contractors and value-added resellers.
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